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Purpose
To: Florida Public Service Commission
We have performed the procedures described later in this report to meet the objectives set
forth by the Division of Accounting and Finance in its audit service request dated March 7, 2018.
We have applied these procedures to the attached schedules prepared by Florida Public Utilities
Company in support of its filing for storm recovery costs in Docket No. 20180061-El.
This audit was performed following General Standards and Fieldwork Standards found in
the AICP A Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements. The report is intended only
for internal Commission use.
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Objectives and Procedures
General
Definitions
FPUC or Utility refers to Florida Public Utilities Company.
Background
In Order No. PSC-2014-0517-S-EI, issued September 29, 2014, the storm reserve accrual of
$121 ,620 per year was diverted to tree trimming and an underground feasibility study for two
years. The order was effective starting in November 2014. The Utility began re-accruing by
November 2016 and continued to accrue $10,135 per month through December 31, 2017. On
that date, the storm reserve balance would have been $2,284,694.
On February 28, 2018, the Utility filed a petition for a limited proceeding seeking recovery of
incremental storm restoration costs related to several hurricanes and tropical storms and to
replenish the storm reserve. This audit's focus was on FPUC's request for incurred costs related
to the following storms.
•

Hurricane Irma- $2,332,934,

•

Hurricane Matthew - $560,897,

•

Hurricane Hermine - $27,359,

•

Tropical Storm Julia- $13,177,

•

Tropical Storm Cindy- $3,381, and

•

Other Minor Storms - $126,120.

These storms total $3,063,868, which left the reserve balance underfunded by $779,174
($2,284,694 - $3,063,868) as of December 31, 2017. At that time, the Utility transferred the
debit balance of $779,174 from Account 228.1 - Storm Reserve to Account 182.3 Extraordinary Property Losses as a regulatory asset.
The Utility requested recovery for 1) $779,174, which is the regulatory asset discussed above; 2)
$1,500,000, which is the reserve balance allowed by Order No. PSC-2017-0488-PAA-EI, issued
December 26, 2017; and 3) $1 ,641, which is the amount applicable to the regulatory assessment
fee gross-up. This totals $2,280,815 ($779,174 + $1,500,000 + $1,641), which FPUC is
requesting to recover from customers over a two year period beginning with the frrst billing
cycle of May 2018.
It should be noted that the Utility continued the storm reserve accrual of $10,135 per month as
amortization expense for the regulatory asset beginning in January 2018. As time goes on, the
regulatory asset amount requested for recovery in the Utility's petition continues to decrease.
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Utility Books and Records

Objectives: The objective was to determine whether all the storm costs incurred are supported
by the Utility's books and records.
Procedures: Audit staff scheduled total storm costs from Account 228.I - Storm Reserve by
storm from December 3I, 20 IS through February 28, 20 I8 and reconciled it to Attachment A,
page I of3, from the Utility's petition. No exceptions were noted.

Expense
Payroll, Overhead, and Related Costs

Objectives: The objectives were to determine whether payroll, overtime, and related costs were
properly stated, storm related, and recoverable under this docket.
Procedures: We scheduled payroll, overhead, and related costs by cost type and storm. We
selected a judgmental sample of costs for detail testing and traced the amounts to the payroll
register and allocation schedules. No exceptions were noted.
Vehicle and Fuel

Objectives: The objectives were to determine whether vehicle and fuel costs were properly
stated, storm related, and recoverable under this docket.
Procedures: We scheduled vehicle and fuel costs by storm. We selected a judgmental sample of
costs for detail testing and traced the amounts to the payroll allocation schedules. No exceptions
were noted.
Contractors and Line Clearing

Objectives: The objectives were to determine whether contractors and line clearing costs were
properly stated, storm related, and recoverable under this docket.
Procedures: We scheduled contractors and line clearing costs by storm. We selected a
judgmental sample of costs for detail testing and traced the amounts to the supporting invoices.
No exceptions were noted.
Materials and Supplies

Objectives: The objectives were to determine whether materials and supplies were properly
stated, storm related, and recoverable under this docket.
Procedures: We scheduled material and supplies by storm. We selected a judgmental sample of
costs for detail testing and traced the items to the inventory system printouts or supporting
invoices. Finding I discusses our recommended adjustment to capitalizable costs.
Logistics

Objectives: The objectives were to determine whether logistics costs were properly stated, storm
related, and recoverable under this docket.
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Procedures: We scheduled logistics costs by storm. We selected a judgmental sample of costs
for detail testing and traced the items to the supporting invoices. No exceptions were noted.
Other Costs

Objectives: The objectives were to determine whether other costs were properly stated, storm
related, and recoverable under this docket.
Procedures: We scheduled other costs by storm. We selected a judgmental sample of costs for
detail testing and traced the items to the supporting invoices or the lost revenue calculation
worksheets. No exceptions were noted.
Non-Incremental Costs

Objectives: The objective was to determine whether the non-incremental costs have been
accounted for correctly and removed in their entirety from the recoverable costs as per Rule 256.0143, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.).
Procedures: We requested a detailed description of non-incremental costs as well as the policies
and procedures for recording these costs. We scheduled payroll and overhead by storm and cost
type. We traced the amounts to each storms' payroll schedule, supporting documentation, and
removed the capitalized payroll costs. We reviewed the Utility provided schedule comparing
base rate payroll per the last rate case with 2016 and 2017 payroll costs. Finding 2 discusses our
recommended adjustment to payroll.
Third-Party Reimbursements

Objectives: The objective was to determine whether third-party reimbursement costs have been
accounted for correctly and removed in their entirety from the recoverable costs as per Rule 256.0143 (1){b), F.A.C.
Procedures: We requested a detail listing of any third-party reimbursements or insurance
claims. We noted that there were no third-party reimbursements.
Capitalizable Costs

Objectives: The objectives were to determine whether the capitalizable costs have been
accounted for correctly and removed in their entirety from the recoverable costs as per Rule 256.0143(1)(d), F.A.C. This rule states that the utility will be allowed to charge to Account No.
228.1, costs that are incremental to costs normally charged to non-cost recovery clause operating
expenses in the absence of a storm. In addition, capital expenditures for the removal, retirement
and replacement of damaged facilities charged to cover storm-related damages shall exclude the
normal cost for the removal, retirement and replacement of those facilities in the absence of a
storm.
Procedures: We requested a detailed description of the capitalizable costs as well as the policies
and procedures for recording these costs. We tested the capitalizable costs to determine if the
Utility included for recovery only those costs that are allowed by the applicable Rule. Finding 1
discusses our recommended adjustment to capitalizable costs.
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Other
Jurisdictional Factors

Objectives: The objective was to determine whether the Utility used the appropriate
jurisdictional factors for the filing.
Procedures: We reviewed Order No. PSC-2014-0517-S-EI and the last rate case exhibit from
Docket No. 20140025-EI, Schedule B-6 - Jurisdictional Separation Factors-Rate Base. We
determined that FPUC was authorized to use the jurisdictional factors of 100 percent. No further
work performed.
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Audit Findings

Finding 1: Capitalizable Costs- Hurricane Irma
Audit Analysis: According to the Utility's petition, recoverable storm costs for Hurricane Irma
were $2,332,934. We determined that the recoverable storm costs for Hurricane Irma should be
$2,228, 161.
On December 31, 201 7, a journal entry in the amount of $226,161 was recorded to remove
Hurricane Irma's capitalizable costs from Account 228.1 -Storm Reserve and record this to the
appropriate plant and cost of removal accounts. This removal included $32,800 for 24
transformers. The Utility determined that the transformers, when placed in service during the
storm, was capitalized and never recorded to the storm reserve. Therefore, this journal entry
removed costs from the storm reserve, which should not have been removed. Our adjustment to
increase storm costs by $32,800 corrects this error.
Audit staff also noted that the items listed in Table 1-1 had been expensed to the storm reserve.
It was determined that these items are not recoverable under this docket per Rule 256.0143(1)(d), F.A.C., because they would have been capitalized.

Table 1-1
Amount

Description

200-4/0 AUTO SPLICES
I-MOST 98 SWITCHGEAR
I-MOST 98 SWITCHGEAR
397 AND 477 FULL TENSION SPLICE
SUB AUTO TX TESTING & TROUBLESH
CHANGE
AUTO TX BUSHING'ARRESTOR
---/SPLICES
•CONNECTORS
--··------·---REPLACE ENERGIZED ARRESTORS
~-

--~-~-

-~----------

-~

~--·.

$

3,799
~5_,4~3

2?,423
4,734
6_,045
I3,942 .
5.,897
?2,3IO •
i

~

$

137,573

Effect on the General Ledger: The Utility should determine the effect on the general ledger.
Effect on the Filing: Hurricane Irma's recoverable storm costs should be decreased by $104,773
($32,800- $137,573).
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Finding 2: Non-Incremental Costs- Other Storms
Audit Analysis: According to the Utility's petition, total recoverable storm costs for Hurricane
Hermine were $27,359, Tropical Storm Julia was $13,177, and Other Minor Storms were
$126,120. We determined that the recoverable storm costs for Hurricane Hermine should be
$20,767, Tropical Storm Julia should be $11,898, and Other Minor Storms should be $121,264.
During the testing of the payroll, overhead, and associated costs, we noted that regular time
payroll was included for recovery as shown in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1
Audit
Storm

Utility Balance: Adjustments

Hurricane Hermine

$

__:rJ"9pical Storm Julia

--

Other Minor Stonns

Total

27,~5,~ ; $

(6,592)' $

20,767

13,177

(1,279)

11,898

(4,856)

121,264

I

126,_12Q_

:s

Audit Balance

166,656

~

$

{12,727) $

153,929

Since regular time payroll and its associated costs are considered to be recoverable through base
rates, we are removing $12,727 of regular time payroll, which is not recoverable under this
docket as per Rule 25-6.0143, F.A.C.
Effect on the General Ledger: The Utility should determine the effect on the general ledger.

Effect on the Filing: Hurricane Hermine's recoverable storm costs should be decreased by
$6,592. Tropical Storm Julia's recoverable storm costs should be decreased by $1,279. Other
Minor Storms' recoverable storm costs should be decreased by $4,856.
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Exhibits

Exhibit 1:

FPUC's Storm Cost Summary

ATTACHMENT A
PAGEl

Florida Public Utilltlcs Company
Storm Cost Recovery
Account 228 Storm Reserve Summary
Line
Number

s

Account 228.100 Storm
Reserve
2,141,805
141,890
(3,381)
(13,177)
(27,359)
(560,897)
(2,332,934)

9

Reserve Balance September 2015 (Credit)
Monthly Acauals to Reserve (Note A)
Tropical Storm Cindy (20 17)
Tropical Stonn Julia (2016)
Hurricane Hemline (20 16)
Hurricane Matthew ( 20 I 6)
Hurricllllc lnna (20 17)
Other Minor Storms
Reserve Bnlaace Underfunded nt December 31,2017

s

10

Rcscl'vc Balance Allowed Per Commission Order No. PSC20 17-0488-PM-El

$

1,500,000

11

Revenue Needed to Fund Reserve to Sl.SM Level

s

2,279,174

12

Regulatory Assessment Fcc Multiplier

13

Total System Storm Losses to Be Recovered From Customers

I

2
3
4

s

6
7
8

$

$
$
$

s
s
$

,.26.

120~

~779,174}

1.00072
$

2,280,815

I OOOA.

-14 --· Jurisdictional Factor

IS

Jurisdictional Total System Stonn Losses to Be Recovered From Customers

s

2,280,815

16

Total 2017 kWh

$

628,069,40 I

17

Rate Per kWh per year

s

0.003631

18

Rate Per I,000 kWh Over 1 Year

$

3.63

19

Rate Per I,000 kWh Over 2 Years

s

1.82

20

Note A: Per 2015 Rate Case Settlement Reserve funding was stopped until October 2016 to fund tree trimming.
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